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Abstrat: In this paper, we are interested in onstruting monitors for the detetion of ondentialinformation ow in the ontext of partially observable disrete event systems. We fous on the asewhere the seret information is given as a regular language. We rst haraterize the set of observationsallowing an attaker to infer the seret behaviors. We onsider the general ase where the attaker andthe administrator have dierent partial views of the system. Further, based on the diagnosis of disreteevent systems, we provide neessary and suient onditions under whih detetion and predition ofseret information ow an be ensured and a onstrution of a monitor ensuring this task.Key-words: seurity, opaity, disrete event systems, partial observation, diagnosis, on-line dete-tion.
(Résumé : tsvp)
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(UMR 6074) Université de Rennes 1 – Insa de Rennes et en Automatique – unité de recherche de Rennes
Supervision de fuites d'information via des tehniques de diagnostiRésumé : Nous nous intéressons à la onstrution de moniteurs permettant de déteter la fuited'information ondentielle pour des systèmes partiellement observables, modélisés par des systèmesde transition nis. Nous onsidérons le as où le seret peut se modéliser par des langages réguliers.Nous ommençons par dénir la notion d'opaité pour formaliser la fuite d'information et aratérisonsl'ensemble des observations pour lesquelles un attaquant infère de l'information ondentielle. Ensuite,onsidérant le as général où l'attaquant et l'administrateur ont des vues partielles potentiellementdiérentes du système, nous adaptons les tehniques de diagnosti sur des systèmes à événementdisrets, nous expliitons des onditions néessaires et susantes sur le système pour permettre ladétetion et/ou la prédition de ette fuite d'information et onstruisons un moniteur permettant unadministrateur d'assurer ette détetion.Mots lés : Séurité, opaité, systèmes à événements disrets, observation partielle, diagnosti,détetion en ligne
Monitoring Information ow by Diagnosis Tehniques 31 IntrodutionThere has been an inreasing interest in researh about omputer seurity in the past deades. Indeed,the emergene of web servies and the improvements of the possibilities of mobile and embedded systemsallow lots of new and interesting features. But some of these servies suh as online payment, medialinformation storage or e-voting system may deal with some ritial information. In the meantime,having more appliations and devies for aessing these servies also inreases the possibilities forsuh information to ow. To avoid seurity breah, using automati tools based on formal methodsfor seurity analysis an be beneial. In this ontext, there has been a growing interest in veriation[3, 10℄ and testing of seurity properties [5℄ and monitoring seurity properties [12℄ in past years. Inorder to speify suh automati analysis methods, seurity properties are generally separated into threedierent ategories: availability (a user an always perform the ations that are allowed by the seuritypoliy), integrity (something illegal annot be performed by a user) and ondentiality (some seretinformation annot be inferred by a user) [4℄.In this paper, we fous on ondentiality and more partiularly on the notion of opaity as denedin [4℄. The general problem of ondentiality onsists of determining whether an attaker having onlya partial observations of the system, is able or not to disover some seret behaviors (e.g. a passwordstored in a le, the value of some hidden variables, et) ourring during exeution. The motivationof this paper is to provide an analysis method for deteting information ows. Therefore we proeedrst from an attaker point of view, for generating the set of possible attaks, and seond from theadministrator point of view interested in monitoring this set of attaks.Overview of the problem. We onsider three omponents: a system G, an attaker A and amonitor M (modelling for example the administrator of the system or an intrusion detetion system)(C.f. Figure 1). We assume that the system G is modeled by a nite transition system. Users interatwith G through an interfae ΠA, orresponding to the inputs/outputs of the system.
Monitor Attacker
A
SystemGΠM ΠAM Figure 1: ArhitetureFor this system, one an dene some ondentiality poliies. Following the approah of [8℄ forthe diagnosis and [1, 4℄, a seret is modeled by a property ϕ given as a regular language over thealphabet Σ of the system G. The seret is preserved as far as the attaker annot surely infer thatthe property ϕ is satised by the urrent exeution of the system based on the observations performedthrough the interfae ΠA. We haraterize the set of observations allowing the attaker A to inferthe seret information. A ontrario, the monitor M tries to analyze the information ow betweenthe system G and the attaker A in order to raise an alarm whenever the seret has been revealed.
M an also try to predit the information ow. To do so, we assume that M knows the power ofthe attaker (i.e. he knows the model of the system G and the interfae ΠA of the attaker). Heobserves the system through the interfae ΠM (we do not assume any link between the two interfaes).Further, based on the set of observations allowing the attaker to infer the seret information, weprovide neessary and suient onditions under whih detetion and predition of seret informationow an be ensured, and onstrut a monitor M allowing an administrator to detet the attaks. Thissupervision is performed on-line, the monitor raising an alarm whenever an information ow ours.The struture of the doument is as follows: In setion 2, we dene the mathematial terminologyand notions used throughout the paper. In Setion 3, we show how to build a monitor in harge of thesupervision of the system aording to a given property. In Setion 4, we dene the notion of opaityPI n1901
4 Jérémy Dubreil, Thierry Jéron, Hervé Marhandformalizing information ow. With this notion, we an haraterize the set of observations for whihan attaker an infer ondential information. In Setion 5, we use diagnosis tehniques to exhibitneessary and suient onditions under whih a monitor an diagnose and/or predit the informationow. Finally, we study in Setion 6 how to deal with abstrations.2 Models & NotationsLet Σ be a nite alphabet of events. A string is a nite-length sequene of events in Σ. ǫ denotesthe empty string. Given a string s, the length of s is denoted by |s|. The set of all strings formed byevents in Σ is denoted by Σ∗. Any subset of Σ∗ is alled a language over Σ. Let L be a language over
Σ. Given a string s ∈ L, L/s ∆= {t ∈ Σ∗ | s.t ∈ L} is alled the post-language of L after s and denedas L/s. L is said to be extention-losed when L.Σ∗ = L. We assume that the systems are modeled asLabelled Transitions Systems (LTS for short). The formal denition of an LTS is as follows.Denition 1 (LTS) An LTS over Σ is dened by a 4-tuple G = (QG,Σ,→G, q0G) where QG is a niteset of states, Σ is the set of events of G, q0G ∈ QG is the initial state, and →G⊆ QG × Σ × QG is thepartial transition relation. ⋄Notations In the remainder of this setion, we onsider a given LTS G = (QG,Σ,→G, q0G).
• We write q a→G q′ if (q, a, q′) ∈→G and q a→G for ∃q′ ∈ QG, q a→G q′. We extend →G to arbitrarysequenes by setting: q ε→G q for all states q, and q sσ→G q′ whenever q s→G q′′ and q′′ σ→G q′, forsome q′′ ∈ QG.
• Σ(q)
∆
= {a ∈ Σ | q
a
→G} orresponds to the set of events admissible in state q of G. G is said tobe omplete whenever ∀q ∈ QG,Σ(q) = Σ. It is said to be live if Σ(q) 6= ∅, for eah q ∈ QG.
• We set ∆G(q, l) ∆= {q′ ∈ QG | q l→G q′}. By a slight abuse of notation, for any language L ⊆ Σ∗,
∆G(q, L) ∆= {q′ ∈ QG | ∃s ∈ L, q s→G q′}. For any X ⊆ QG, ∆G(X,L) = ⋃q∈X ∆G(q, L). Also, Xis said to be stable if ∆G(X,Σ∗) ⊆ X.
• We denote by L(G) = {l ∈ Σ∗, qo l→G} the set of trajetories of the system G.Given a speial set of states FG ⊆ QG, the notions above are extended in this setting by lettingthe language LFG(G) = {l ∈ Σ∗ | ∃q ∈ FG, qo l→G q} be the set of trajetories that end in a stateof FG. Note that FG is stable if LFG(G) is extention-losed. Also, if G is omplete and FG isstable, then LFG(G) is extention-losed.We now dene the synhronous produt of two LTSs.Denition 2 (Synhronous produt) Let Gi = (Qi,Σ,→Gi , q0Gi), i = 1, 2 be two LTSs. The syn-hronous produt between G1 and G2 is an LTS G1 × G2 = (Q1 × Q2,Σ,→G1 ×G2 , (q0G1 , q0G2)), where
(q1, q2)
σ
→G1 ×G2 (q
′1, q′2) whenever q1 σ→G1 q′1 and q2 σ→G2 q′2.Clearly, L(G1 × G2) = L(G1) ∩ L(G2) and for Fi ⊆ Qi, i = 1, 2, we also have LF1×F2(G1 × G2) =
LF1(G
1) ∩ LF2(G
2). Also, if for i = 1, 2 the set Fi is stable in Gi, F1 × F2 is stable in G1 ×G2.Given a set of states E ⊆ QG of an LTS G, the operators pre∀G et pre∃G are dened as follows:
Pre∃G(E) = {q ∈ Q | ∃a ∈ Σ,∆G(q, a) ∩ E 6= ∅}
Pre∀G(E) = {q ∈ Pre∃G(E) | ∀a ∈ Σ,∆G(q, a) ⊆ E} Irisa
Monitoring Information ow by Diagnosis Tehniques 5The states belonging to Pre∀G(E) are the states suh that all immediate suessors belong to E,while the states belonging to Pre∃M(E) are suh that at least one immediate suessor belongs to E.Given a live LTS G, let InevG(E) be the set of states that inevitably lead to a set E in a nitenumber of steps and CoReachG(E) the set of states from whih E is reahable. These sets are givenby the following least x-points (lfp):
InevG(E) = lfp(λX.E ∪ pre∀G(X))
CoReachG(E) = lfp(λX.E ∪ pre∃G(X))Observable behavior The key point of our approah onerns the ability of an user U to dedueinformation from a system by observing only a subset of the events or only an abstration of them.For this purpose, we introdue the onept of observation mask. An observation mask is a funtion
ΠU : Σ → ΣU ∪ {ǫ}, where ΠU is dened for all σ ∈ Σ. The set ΣU is another event set alled theobserved events. We denote by Σ−1
U
= {σ ∈ Σ | ΠU (σ) 6= ǫ} the set of observable events, i.e. the eventsof Σ induing an observation for U . The observation mask is extended to any trajetory by assigning
ΠU (ǫ) = ǫ and ∀s ∈ Σ∗, σ ∈ Σ, ΠU (sσ) = ΠU (s)ΠU (σ). This is further extended to any language
L ⊆ Σ∗ by letting:
ΠU (L) = {ΠU (s) | s ∈ L}The inverse observation mask for T ⊆ Σ∗
U
is given by:
Π−1
U
(T ) = {l ∈ Σ∗ | ΠU (l) ∈ T}.We say that G is ΣU -live if ∀q ∈ Q,∃s ∈ Σ∗, σ ∈ Σ−1U , q sσ→, meaning that there is no terminal loopof events that annot be observed by the observation mask.Starting from a system G and a set of observable events ΣU , the set of observed traes of G issimply given by TU (G) = ΠU (L(G)).We dene the semanti [[µ]]U of a trae µ ∈ T (G) as the set of trajetories of G that are ompatiblewith the trae µ:
[[µ]]U
∆
=
{
Π−1
U
(µ) ∩ L(G) ∩ Σ∗Σ−1
U
if µ 6= ǫ
{ǫ} otherwise.This means that (exept for the empty trae), trajetories ompatible with a trae µ are trajetoriesof G ending with an observable event and having trae µ. This is onsistent with an on-line observationperformed by a user of the system for whom the system is only seen through the interfae given by theobservation mask ΠU . We suppose that the observers are reating faster than the system. Therefore,when an observable event ours, observers an take a deision or raise an alarm before the systemproeeds with any unobservable event. This explains why we do not onsider trajetories ending withunobservable events in the denition of the semanti.An LTS G is said to be deterministi if for all q ∈ QG, for all a ∈ Σ, q a→G q′ and q a→G q′′ implies
q′ = q′′.In order to build monitors in harge of the observation of the system, we will need to build, startingfrom a non-deterministi LTS G, a deterministi LTS DetU (G) over the alphabet ΣU preserving theset of traes, i.e. L(DetU (G)) = TU (G).Denition 3 Let G = (QG,Σ,→G, q0G) be an LTS and ΠU an observation mask. The determinizationof G with respet to ΠU is the LTS DetU (G) = (X ,ΣU ,→d, X0) where X = 2QG (the set of subsets of
QG alled maro-states), X0 = {q0G} and→d= {(X,ΠU (a),∆G(X, (Σ\Σ−1U )∗.a) | X ∈ X and a ∈ Σ−1U }.Notie that this denition is onsistent with the above semanti of observations [[.]]U : the targetmaro-state X ′ of a transition X σ→d X ′ is omposed of the set of states q′ of G whih are targets ofsequenes of transitions q s.a→ q′ ending with an observable event a suh that ΠU (a) = σ, with q ∈ X.PI n1901
6 Jérémy Dubreil, Thierry Jéron, Hervé MarhandFrom the denition of →d, we get ∆DetU (G)(X0, µ) = {∆G(q0G, [[µ]]U )}. This means that a maro-state that is reahed from X0 by µ in DetU (G) is omposed of states that are reahed from q0G bytrajetories of [[µ]]U in G.3 Inferene of properties under partial observationIn this setion, we onsider a user U interating with a system modeled by a LTS G = (QG,Σ,→, q0G)through an interfae modeled by an observation mask ΠU . We onsider properties modeled by regularlanguages over Σ that are dened as follows.Denition 4 A property is given by a marked language LFψ(ψ) ⊆ Σ∗ of a omplete and deterministiLTS ψ = (Qψ,Σ,→ψ, q0ψ) equipped with a distinguished set Fψ.We say that a trajetory s ∈ L(G) is reognized by ψ, noted s |= ψ whenever s ∈ LFψ(ψ). As ψ isomplete, we get L(G× ψ) = L(G) and LQG×Fψ(G× ψ) = L(G) ∩ LFψ(ψ) is the set of trajetories of
G satisfying ψ.Let s ∈ L(G) be a trajetory that has been triggered by the system. The user U aims to inferwhether s satises the property ψ by observing µ = ΠU (s) ∈ TU (G). However, the user annotdistinguish s from any trajetory s′ ∈ [[µ]]U ompatible with the observation µ. Thus, U an only inferpartial information regarding s |= ψ from [[µ]]U . For example, U is sure that s |= ψ if [[µ]]U ⊆ LFψ(ψ).Meanwhile, if there exists s′ ∈ [[µ]]U and s′ 6|= ψ, then it is impossible for U to know if the urrenttrajetory is s or s′ and then U annot infer whether s |= ψ or not. To go further, U might be alsointerested in the fat that after observing µ, ψ will be inevitably satised, or will not be satisedanymore by the trajetories of G extending s.Next, we formalize these ideas and propose a way to build a funtion OψU , inspired by [8℄, whihgives aess, for eah observation µ ∈ T (G) to what a user U an infer on s and ψ. Formally, if s isthe urrent exeution of the system and µ = ΠU (s) is the orresponding observation, the verdits weare interested in are dened by the following funtion:
OψU : Σ
∗
U → V = {Y es, Inev, Inev_Y es,Never,No, ?}where the semanti of the verdits is as follows:1) OψU (µ) = Y es if U knows that for the urrent exeution s (s.t. ΠU (s) = µ), s |= ψ;2) O
U
(µ) = Inev if U knows that s 6|= ψ but also that ψ will be inevitably satised by all the possibleextension of s;3) OψU (µ) = Inev_Y es if U knows that s |= ψ or that ψ will inevitably be satised in the future butannot distinguish between the two ases so far4) OψU (µ) = Never if U knows that ψ will never be satised by the exeutions of G extending s;5) OψU (µ) = No if U knows that s 6|= ψ, but ψ is neither unavoidable nor impossible;6) OψU (µ) = ? in all the other ases, meaning that U annot infer any useful information with regardsto s and ψ after the observation µ = ΠU (s).3.1 Constrution of OψUIn this setion, we now explain how to onstrut the funtion OψU : Σ∗U → V : Irisa
Monitoring Information ow by Diagnosis Tehniques 7Step 1. Construt the synhronous produt Gψ = G× ψ = (QGψ ,Σ,→Gψ , q0Gψ) as well as the set ofnal states FGψ = QG × Fψ. By the property of the synhronous produt, and using the fatthat ψ is omplete, we get L(Gψ) = L(G) and LFGψ (Gψ) = L(G) ∩ LFψ(ψ). Thus, the aeptedtrajetories of Gψ in FGψ , LFGψ (Gψ), are exatly the trajetories of G aepted by ψ.Step 2. Compute InevGψ(FGψ) on Gψ and onsider the following partition: QGψ = FGψ ∪ IGψ ∪
PGψ ∪NGψ , where
• IGψ = InevGψ(FGψ) \ FGψ is the set of states not belonging to FGψ but from whih FGψ isunavoidable;
• PGψ = QGψ \ CoReachGψ(FGψ), i.e. the set of states from whih FGψ is unreahable;
• NGψ = QGψ \ (FGψ ∪ IGψ ∪ PGψ) is the set of all other states.Step 3. Build χψ
U
(G) = DetU (Gψ) = (X ,ΣU ,→d, X
0). We thus have L(χψ
U
(G)) = TU (G). For eahobservation µ ∈ TU (G), we get ∆χψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) = {∆Gψ(q0Gψ , [[µ]]U )}.Step 4. We nally ompute the observation funtion OψU from χψU (G) and the sets FGψ , IGψ , PGψ , NGψas follows:
∀µ ∈ TU (G),
OψU (µ) =


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Y es, if ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ FGψ
Inev, if ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ IGψ
Inev_Y es, if ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ (IGψ ∪ FGψ)
∧ ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ∩ IGψ 6= ∅
∧ ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ∩ FGψ 6= ∅
No, if ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ NGψ
Never if ∆
χ
ψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ PGψ
? otherwise.It is easy to hek that the onstrution ofOψU onforms to the informal denition previously introdued.For example, for the verdit Y es, onsider an exeution s ∈ L(G) together with its orrespondingobservation µ = ΠU (s) and OψU (µ) = Y es. We thus have ∆χψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ FGψ . Now, aording tothe denition of χψ
U
(G), for all s′ ∈ [[µ]]U , ∆Sψ(q0Gψ , s′) ⊆ ∆χψ
U
(G)
(X0, µ) ⊆ FGψ , thus s′ |= ψ. Hene,for all trajetories s′ ∈ [[µ]]U , s′ |= ψ and in partiular s |= ψ. Similarly for OψU (µ) = Inev. It impliesthat ∆Sψ(q0Gψ , [[µ]]U ) ⊆ IGψ . Then, the trajetories in [[µ]]U are for sure not satisfying ψ and all theirontinuations will inevitably satisfy ψ. Then this also holds for s.To onlude this setion, given a system G that is observed by a user U through the interfae ΠU ,we know how to onstrut a funtion OψU : Σ∗U → V that gives aess to all the information that theuser U an dedue with respet to the exeutions of G and the property ψ.PI n1901
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hand4 Charaterization and veriation of opaityAssume now that the attaker A is a user of a system G trying to infer ondential information. Weassume that the attaker perfetly knows the model of G, but only observes it through the interfae
ΠA. We now onsider a seret ϕ given by a marked language of a omplete deterministi LTS, ϕ =
(Qϕ, q
0
ϕ,Σ,→, Fϕ). We do assume that A knows how to build an observational funtion as desribedin the preeding setion and our aim is to know if the attaker an know that the urrent exeution
s ∈ L(G) reveals the seret ϕ. Here is a very simple example to illustrate the approah.Example 1 Let G be a LTS with Σ = {h, p, l1, l2, l3}, ΣA = {l1, l2, l3} (the observation Mask isredued to the natural projetion). The seret under onsideration is the ourrene of the event p.This should not be revealed to the users of the system, knowing that p is not observable. However,
l3
h p
l2l1l1
l3 l3Figure 2: An example of interfereneusers an infer that p has ourred by observing the event l2. Suh a system is then not seure beausethe fat that p ours during exeution is modifying what A an observe. Note however that for adierent observation mask suh that ΠA(l1) = ΠA(l2), then the ourrene of p does not hange theobservations and G is safe. ⋄4.1 Denition of OpaityIntuitively, a seret ϕ is said to be opaque with respet to a system G and an observation mask ΠA ifthe attaker A an never be sure that the urrent exeution of G satisfy ϕ [1, 4, 2℄.Denition 5 [Opaity℄ Given a system G and a seret ϕ, ϕ is said to be opaque w.r.t. G and ΠA if
∀s ∈ L(S), [[ΠA(s)]]A 6⊆ LFϕ(ϕ) (1)In other words, ϕ is opaque w.r.t. G and ΠA if and only if
∀µ ∈ TA(G), [[µ]]A 6⊆ LFϕ(ϕ),and ϕ is non-opaque w.r.t. G and ΠA if and only if
∃µ ∈ TA(G), [[µ]]A ⊆ LFϕ(ϕ)Based on the semantis of OϕA desribed in the preeding setion, one an say that ϕ is opaque withrespet to G and ΠA if
∀s ∈ L(G), OϕA(ΠA(s)) 6= Y es
Irisa
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hniques 94.2 Veriation of OpaityIn this setion, we are interested in heking whether a seret ϕ is opaque with respet to a system
G and an interfae ΠA. This happens to be a partiular ase of the inferene of property that wepresented in Setion 3. To do so, onsider χϕ
A
(G) = DetA(G × ϕ) = (X ,ΣA,→d, X
0) equipped withthe set of nal states F = 2QG×Fϕ . By onstrution of χϕ
A
(G), we get the following property
[[LF (χ
ϕ
A
(G))]]A = {s ∈ L(S) ∩ Σ.Σ
−1
A
| [[ΠA(s)]]A ⊆ LFϕ(ϕ)}whih gives a haraterization of opaity:Proposition 1 ϕ is opaque with respet to G and the interfae ΠA if and only if LF (χϕA(G)) = ∅. ⋄Hene, heking the opaity of a seret ϕ onsists of heking that the set of states F is not reahablein χϕ
A
(G). If it is reahable, then ϕ is not opaque and there exists at least one observation allowing theattaker to infer that ϕ is satised. In other words, LF (χϕA(G)) orresponds to the set of observationsfor whih the attaker A knows that the urrent exeution reveals ϕ. In that ase, the attaker A,based on the preeding tehniques, an ompute the LTS χϕ
A
(G) and dedue an observation funtion
OϕA suh that, for a given observation µ of T (S):
• if OϕA(µ) = Y es, then µ ∈ LF (χϕA(G)) and [[µ]]A ⊆ LFϕ(ϕ); the attaker, based on this observa-tion, an dedue that ϕ is satised on G and there is an information ow;
• if OϕA(µ) =?A, A annot dedue ϕ and there is no information ow, where ?A = {No, Inev,
Inev_Y es,Never, ?}1.Example 2 Consider the systemG desribed in Fig. 3 (a). The alphabet ofG is Σ = {a, b, c,X, Y, Z, aϕ, τ, δ}.We assume here that the seret property is given by the LTS desribed in Fig. 3 (b); The marked stateis represented by the blak state. In this example, the attaker tries to infer the ourrene of theevent aϕ in the system.
c
c
a
X
X
a
Y
Z
Z
b
a b
(b) The opaity property ϕ
δ
aϕ
aϕ
τ
δ
δ
δ
aϕ
(a) The system G
Σ \ {aϕ}
aϕ
Σ
Figure 3: G and ϕFor simpliity, we assume that the projetion mask is redued to the natural projetion. Theinterfae of the attaker is redued to ΣA = {a, b, c, δ}. The observer OϕA that the attaker A an buildis given by the LTS depited in Fig. 4.If A observes a.b.δ∗ then ϕ is revealed A is then sure that the event aϕ ourred in S (the set ofompatible trajetories is a.X.Z.aϕ.b.δ∗ and X.aϕ.a.b.Z.δ∗). A ontrario, if A simply observes a or
a.c.δ∗, then he is not sure that ϕ is satised or not. Some of the ompatible trajetories satisfy theseret and some other do not, thus A annot infer the seret.Remark 1 It is also possible to onsider other kinds of opaity:1Compared with (1), we onsider here that the attaker A is only interested by the detetion of the satisfation ofthe seret.PI n1901
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?: A doesn't know ϕ
δ
Yes: A knows ϕ
δ
δ
Figure 4: The funtion Oϕ
A
based on χAϕ
• In some ases, A might be interested by the information: "ϕ is satised by the urrent exeutionof the system G or will inevitably be in the future". In that ase, we will say that the seret isopaque if and only if ∀µ ∈ TA(G), [[µ]]A 6⊆ LInevSϕ (FSϕ )(Sϕ). The veriation of opaity and theonstrution of the assoiated observer are similar.
• It is also possible to onsider the ase where there is an information ow as soon as the attakerknows that either ϕ is satised or ¬ϕ is satised (.f. [1℄). In other words, being opaque (for thisdenition), means that ϕ has to be opaque as well as ¬ϕ (aording to denition 5).The assoiated observer will have three verdits {Y es, NoA, ?A}, where the verdit Y es orre-sponds to the verdit desribed in (1), the verdit NoA enompasses the verdits No, Inev,Neverwhereas ?A orresponds to the other ases. ⋄5 Monitoring OpaityGiven a seret ϕ, based on the tehniques desribed in the preeding setions, it is possible to hekwhether ϕ is opaque w.r.t. G and the interfae ΠA. When ϕ is not opaque, it an be important for anadministrator to supervise the system on-line by means of a monitor M and raise an alarm as soon asan information ow ours.For this, we assume that M knows the model of the system G and observes it through the interfae
ΠM. Moreover, M knows the ability of the attaker A, meaning that the monitor knows that Aobserves the system via the interfae ΠA and that he an onstrut an observation funtion OϕA. Wedo not assume any relation between ΠA and ΠM. Thus, M has to infer the attaker's knowledge basedon the observation of TM(G) ⊆ Σ∗M.If ϕ is not opaque w.r.t. the system G and the interfae ΠA, an administrator an build anobservation funtion to diagnose the fat that the seret has been revealed. One an also be moreaurate and try to predit the fat that the seret will be inevitably known by the attaker stritlybefore the information ow, or that the seret will never be revealed anymore.Note that it is not neessary to diagnose the fat that the system performed a sequene satisfyingthe seret if this sequene does not orrespond to a non-opaque exeution (this sequene does notreveal anything to the attaker); only the exeutions that lead to an information ow have to betaken into aount. Indeed, the seret ϕ is revealed to the attaker by an exeution s ∈ L(G) ifand only if ΠA(s) ∈ LF (χϕM(G)). In other words, we are interested in diagnosing the property:"The seret ϕ has been revealed to the attaker", whih orresponds to the extention-losed language:
Π−1
A
(LF (χ
ϕ
M
(G))) · Σ∗. This language an be reognized by an LTS Ω, equipped with a set of nalstates FΩ suh that:
LFΩ(Ω) = Π
−1
A
(LF (χ
ϕ
M
(G))) · Σ∗ (2)Example 3 To illustrate the omputation of (2), let us ome bak to Example 2. The orrespondingLTS Ω is shown in Fig. 5: Irisa
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c
Dump
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Σa \ {δ}
Σ \ Σa
Σa \ {a}
Σa \ {b, c}
δ, Σ \ Σa
Σ
Σ
Σ \ Σa
Figure 5: The LTS Ω omputed from χϕ
A
(G))5.1 Supervision of Information FlowGiven a system G, an attaker A observing G via the interfae ΠA and a seret ϕ (that we assume tobe non-opaque), we desribe now a method allowing an administrator M observing G via the interfae
ΠM to know whether there is an information ow or not. We assume that the monitor in harge ofthe supervision has a full knowledge of G and knows the observation mask ΠA.As mentioned in the introdution of this setion, M does not diretly observe ϕ. Only the tra-jetories ausing an information ow have to be supervised. We onsider then the stable property Ωorresponding to the trajetories of G induing an information ow from G to A (see (2)).In order to onstrut the observer OΩ
M
in harge of the supervision of Ω (i.e. orresponding to theinformation leak of ϕ), we rst build GΩ = G × Ω and the sets FGΩ , IGΩ , PGΩ , NGΩ (as desribed inStep 2., Setion 3.1).Now, based on the tehniques of the setion 3.1, one an ompute the LTS χΩ
M
(G) over ΣM fromwhih we an derive an observer OΩ
M
with the following verdits: for µ ∈ TM(G),
• OΩ
M
(µ) = Y es: M infers that Ω is satised and thus an dedue that A knows ϕ;
• OΩ
M
(µ) = No: M knows that A does not know ϕ but might know it in the future;
• OΩ
M
(µ) = Inev: M knows that A will inevitably know ϕ but does not know it yet;
• OΩ
M
(µ) = Inev_Y es: M knows that A already knows or will know ϕ;
• OΩ
M
(µ) = Never: M knows that A will never know ϕ.
• OΩ
M
(µ) =? means that M annot dedue anything about the knowledge of A.Unfortunately, the ase OΩ
M
(µ) =? does not imply that the attaker A does not know ϕ. As Mand A observe the system via dierent interfaes, it might be the ase that A already knows ϕ andthat M will never infer this information. This orresponds to the non-diagnosability of Ω [8℄. This anour when there exist two arbitrarily long trajetories s and s′ orresponding to the same observation
µ suh that s ∈ LFΩ(Ω) (thus a non-opaque trajetory of ϕ) and s′ 6∈ LFΩ(Ω). In the next setion, wewill give neessary and suient onditions under whih this ase does not our.5.2 Neessary and suient onditions for detetion/predition of informationowConsider the system G as well as the property Ω desribed in the previous setion.PI n1901
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hand5.2.1 DiagnosabilityIntuitively, G is Ω-diagnosable ([11, 8℄) if there exists n ∈ N suh that for any trajetory s of G suhthat s |= Ω, Ω beomes non-opaque after waiting for at most n observations. This an be formalizedas followsDenition 6 Given a system G, a stable property Ω and an interfae ΠM, G is Ω-diagnosable if,
∃n ∈ N,∀s ∈ L(G) ∩ LFΩ(Ω) ∩ Σ
∗.Σ−1
M
,
∀t′ ∈ L(G), t′ = s · t ∧ |ΠM(t)| ≥ n⇒ [[ΠM(s · t)]]M ⊆ LFΩ(Ω)
trajectoires
observations
compatible
t ∈ L(G)/s
ΠM
ΠM(s) ∈ TM(G)
‖ΠM(t)‖ ≥ n
[[
Π
M
(s
.t
)]
] M
∈
L
F
Ω
(Ω
)
s ∈ LFΩ(Ω)
Figure 6: Intuition of the diagnosability propertyThe Ω-diagnosability property means that whenever a trajetory s of the system satises Ω, thenwhatever the extension t of s, t having at least n observable events w.r.t. ΠM, all the trajetoriesompatible with the observation ΠM(s.t) satisfy Ω.In the ase of monitoring opaity, this means that when the monitor is observing a trae in LFΩ(Ω),a Yes answer should be produed by the observer after nitely many observed events. Hene, if thereexists s ∈ L(G) triggered by the system suh that ϕ is non-opaque for A, then M will surely know itat most n observed events after the observation of ΠM(s).5.2.2 PreditabilityIf the system is Ω-diagnosable, then it might be interesting to rene the verdit by prediting thesatisfation of the property stritly before its atual ourrene [7℄. Roughly speaking, Ω is preditableif it is always possible to detet the future satisfation of Ω, stritly before this happens, only basedon the observations.Denition 7 Given a system G, a property Ω and an interfae ΠM, G is Ω-preditable if
∃n ∈ N,∀s ∈ L(G) ∩ LFΩ(Ω) ∩ Σ
∗.Σ−1
M
,
∃t ∈ (L(G) ∩ Σ∗.Σ−1
M
) ∪ {ǫ}, t < s ∧ t /∈ LFΩ(Ω) s.t.
∀u ∈ [[ΠM(t)]]M,∀v ∈ L(G)/u, |ΠM(v)| ≥ n⇒ u.v ∈ LFΩ(Ω)This property means that for any trajetory s that satises Ω, there exists a strit prex t thatdoes not satisfy Ω, suh that any trajetory u ompatible with observation ΠM(t) will inevitably beextended into a trajetory u.v satisfying Ω2.In our setting, this means that M an always predit that A will know ϕ and then the systemoperator an be warned in time to halt the system or an take ounter-measures in order to avoid theseret to be revealed. In other words, if M observes a trae µ ∈ TM(G) suh that µ = ΠM(t), then
M knows that the seret is not revealed to A, but will be after at most n observations.2Note that preditability implies diagnosability [7℄. Irisa
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u ∈ [[ΠM(t)]]Observations
Compatibletrajetories
v ∈ L(G)/u
s ∈ LFΩ(Ω)
t /∈ LFΩ(Ω), t < s
ΠM(.)
‖ΠM(v)‖ ≥ nFigure 7: Intuition of the Ω-preditabilityRemark 2 There is an algorithm of polynomial omplexity for verifying that a system G is Ω-diagnosableor Ω-preditable. More details an be found in [8, 7℄.Example 4 To illustrate this setion, we still onsider the system G and the seret ϕ dened inExample 2. The property Ω and the set of non-opaque trajetories (i.e. the ones that reveal the seret
ϕ) are given by the LTS desribed in Fig. 5.
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(A will never know ϕ)
Yes: M knows that (A knows ϕ)(A knows or will know ϕ)
(a) ΣM = {Z, Y, δ}
δ
δ
δ
δ Never: M knows that
Yes: M knows thatPred: M knows that(A will but does not know yet ϕ)
(b) ΣM = {X,Y, δ}
δ
δNever: M knows thatδ
δ
(A knows ϕ)
(A will never know ϕ)
Yes: M knows that
Figure 8: Observation funtion OΩ
M
w.r.t. two dierent interfaesAssume that the interfae of the monitor M is redued to ΣM = {Z, Y, δ}. Then, one an showthat G is Ω-diagnosable, but not Ω-preditable. The orresponding OΩ
M
is represented in Figure 8(a).A ontrario, if the interfae of the monitor M is ΣM = {X,Y, δ}, then the system is Ω-preditable.Indeed, after the observation of X, M knows that all the possible extensions will satisfy Ω and thusthat the seret will be revealed (C.f. Figure 8(b)).6 Constrution of Monitors Using AbstrationsUntil then, we made the assumption that the attaker A knows a model perfetly reeting the behaviorof the system. This entails that all the attak senarios that A an ompute orrespond to real attaks.Espeially, the opaity of the model implies the opaity of the system. But the methods presentedabove may be not eetive for the kind of models we might be interested in for modelling real systems.For example, our approah relies on reahability analysis and determinization whih are in general notpossible for innite systems. Moreover, even for nite LTS, the determinization has an exponentialomplexity in the number of states whih an be intratable for large LTS. It is then realisti to onsideran attaker reasoning on a nite state abstration of the system.Unfortunately, as we will see later, opaity is not preserved by abstration. Then abstrationannot be used to infer that a system is opaque when the abstration is. Also, reasoning on theabstration, there an be ases of information ow whih are not possible on the system. Then usingabstration to verify opaity is not relevant for aepting or rejeting systems. Nevertheless, we willsee how abstrations an help an attaker to infer seret information and the administrator to detetthe attaks.PI n1901
14 Jérémy Dubreil, Thierry Jéron, Hervé MarhandLet S be a system over an alphabet Σ with a set of behaviors L(S) ⊆ Σ∗. Let A be an attakerinterating with S via an interfae ΠA and knowing a nite abstration G = (QG,Σ,→G, q0G) of S suhthat L(S) ⊆ L(G). Following the tehniques desribed in setion 3.1, A builds the monitor χϕ
A
(G)and the funtion OϕA. Let s ∈ L(S) be the sequene exeuted in S and µ = ΠA(s) ∈ TA(S) be theobservation of the attaker.
• Suppose that OϕA(µ) = Y es. This happens if and only if L(G) ∩ Σ∗.Σ−1A ∩ Π−1A (µ) ⊆ LFϕ(ϕ).Sine L(S) ⊆ L(G), it follows that L(S)∩Σ∗.Σ−1
A
∩Π−1
A
(µ) ⊆ LFϕ(ϕ). The attaker A an thendedue from OϕA(µ) = Y es that s ∈ LFϕ(ϕ) and there is an information ow.
• Beause of the abstration, the verdit OϕA(µ) =?A is no more aurate regarding the opaityof S. Indeed, S may be non-opaque for µ, but the unertainty an ome from a sequene
s′ ∈ L(G) \ L(S) suh that s′ ∈ [[µ]]A in G and s′ 6∈ LFϕ(ϕ). This sequene will somehow hidethe non-opaity of S to the attaker.It is important to note that the abstration G of S is a parameter of the problem. We assume Gto be a part of the attaker's model, beside his observation power ΠA and [[.]]A as well as his ability toompute OϕA. Indeed, the more preise is the abstration, the more aurate will be the verdit of thefuntion OϕA, and then the likelihood to infer information. On the other hand, given an abstrationsuh that OϕA−1(Y es) ∩ TA(S) = ∅, another attaker A′ using a less preise abstration of S than theabstration G will not be able to infer any information about ϕ.We adopt now the administrator point of view, assuming that A and M are using the sameabstration G.
• if for all µ ∈ TA(S), ObAϕ(µ) 6= Y es, then S is safe as the attaker will not be able to infer anyinformation;
• otherwise, any observation µ ∈ TA(S) suh that OϕA(µ) = Y es orresponds to a real attak.Following the methodology of Setion 5, M an thus build a funtion OΩ
M
, where Ω is suh that
LFΩ(Ω) = {s ∈ L(G) | O
ϕ
A(ΠA(s)) = Y es}.Σ
∗. The verdits given by the funtion OΩ
M
are sound: allthe alarms the monitor raises orrespond to real ases of information ow.7 ConlusionIn this paper, given a system modeled by a labeled transition system and a seret property modeledby a regular language, we have shown how to haraterize ases of ondential information ow. Thenwe exposed how an administrator an onstrut a monitor raising an alarm whenever an attak isdeteted. Further, we provide neessary and suient onditions for suh information ows to bealways deteted by the administrator; in a bounded delay in the ase of diagnosability or before theyour in the ase of preditability. We nally showed how to use abstration for generating attaksand monitoring them. In this paper, we foused on the detetion of information ow. The monitorsare passive, they raise an alarm whenever an attak ourred. In parallel, we have investigated in [6℄the on-line ontrol of the system by a supervisor in order to avoid the seret to be revealed. This, insome points, extends the approah proposed in [2℄, in whih all the events are ontrollable, and earlierwork done by Shneider on seurity automata [12℄, and subsequently extended to edit automata [9℄.Future Work: We rst plan to extend these results to more expressive models mixing ontrol anddata. Also, the attaker is interested in deduing a given seret and the administrator is onernedwith what does the attaker knows. Epistemi logi seems to be a good andidate to generalize thisapproah to more than two partiipants. Finally, we presented in a simple ase how an attakeran infer information knowing only an abstration of the system. But the initial knowledge plays animportant role in our approah. A natural extension would then be to onsider an attaker havingIrisa
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